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(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of June 25, 1966) 
This paper is a sequel to the preceding two papers with the same title 
published in these Proceedings (Note I, Vol. LXIX p. 515-531; Note II, 
this volume, p. 52-64). The contents of these notes are assumed to be 
known. 
7. ·Spherical Means 
In the last section we considered the spherical average M1(/; x; R) of 
a function I E Lp(En), 1 <,p < oo, the average being taken over the whole 
sphere with center x E En and radius R> 0. In this section we will in-
vestigate the averages S(f; x; r) of I, only taken over the surface Ju-xJ =r 
of the sphere with center x and radius r: 
(7.1) F(n/2) S(f; x; r) = 21i72 f l(x+ru)du, 
'lE lul=l 
which we will call the spherical means of I and which will turn out to 
be of great importance in the proofs of some general theorems concerning 
singular integrals with radial kernels. The spherical means (7.1) have also 
proven to be of great advantage in the study of partial differential 
equations, see e.g. F. JoHN [40] as well as [36]. 
It immediately follows by Fubini's theorem and the Holder-Minkowski 
inequality [31, p. 148, (6.13.9)] that IIS(/;·;r)JJp<,JJI(·)IIP and 
(7.2) lim liS(/;·; r)-1( · )JJp=O 
T-+0+ 
for every IE Lp(En), 1 <,p<oo. Though (7.1) is not a singular integral 
of type (1.1) we may treat the best possible rate of approximation in (7.2) 
for non-trivial functions I by the same methods used for the saturation 
problem of (1.1) in order to obtain the following results. 
Theorem 7.1 : Let IE Lp(En), 1 <,p <, 2. Then 
a) The approximation IIS(/;·;r)-I(·)JJp=o(r2) as r--+0+ impliesl(x)=O 
a.e. 
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b) The following relations are equivalent: 
(i) (r---+0+); 
(ii) there exists for p = 1 a bounded measure# and for 1 <p < 2 a function 
g E Lp(E") such that 
(7.3) 1 1 - 2n v2('(v)=fh"'(v) for all vEE"; - 2n v2f"'(v) =g"'(v) a.e. 
Proof: The proofs of part a) and b), (i) ~ (ii), are essentially the 
same as those of part a) and b) of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 concerning the 
singular integral (1.1). Indeed, for p= 1 we obtain by Fubini's theorem 
and [6, p. 73-74] 
(7.4) 
[S(f;·;r)r(v)=f"'(v)F(n/2) f eir<v,u>du= 
2nn/2 lui =1 
(n) (rlvl)-<n-2)/2 = f"'(v)F 2 2 J<n-2)/2(rlvl), 
where J;.(t) again denotes the Bessel function of order A. The same is true 
for 1<p<;2 which may be proven analogously to Lemma 4.1. For, if 
{/n} C L1 n Lp is a sequence of functions such that lim 11/n( ·)- f( ·)liP= 0, 
n-H>O 
then there exists a subsequence such that lim f,j(v) = f"'(v) and 
j--'.1>00 
lim [S(f,i ; ·; r)r(v) = [S(f; ·; r)r(v) almost everywhere. But this implies 
1-oo 
(7.4) for 1 <p<2, since (7.4) was already shown for L1-functions. 
Now if we use the power series expansion of the Bessel functions we 
see that 
(7.5) lim [S(f;·; r)]~(v)-f"'(v) =- 2..v2 ('(v). 
r--..0+ r 2n 
Thus, according to (7.4), we have for the S(f; x; r) the analogous result 
which was true for the singular integral K (f; x; e) of ( 1.1) in virtue of 
the convolution theorem. Since (7.5) corresponds to the condition (3.1) 
the basic facts of the methods of proof of part a) and b) of Theorem 3.1 
and 3.2 are established. Thus part a) of the present theorem follows as 
well as part b), (i) ~ (ii). To prove part b), (ii) ~ (i), we first of all con-
clude by an elementary calculation from (7.3) 
) 
2 j -r[M1(dfh;.; -r)r(v) d-r 
(7.6) [S(f;·;r)-f(·)r(v)= r 




Again by Fubini's theorem or by the method of proof of Lemma 4.1, 
respectively, we show that the operation of performing the Fourier 
transform and integration with respect to the parameter -r may be inter-
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changed so that the uniqueness theorem for Fourier transforms yields 
for every fixed r almost everywhere 
(7.7) )2j7:M1(dp,;x;7:)d1: 
S(f;x;r)-f(x)= , 
(7.8) 2f7:MI(g;x;7:)d7: (1<p<;2). 
0 
(p= 1) 
But these representations imply the approximation of part b) (i) which 
proves the theorem. 
Remark 7.1: For n= 1 the spherical means S(f; x; r) reduce to 
i[f(x+r)+f(x-r)] and [S(f; x; r)-f(x)] to the second symmetric differ-
ence off with increment r: i[f(x+r)+f(x-r)-2/(x)]. This shows that 
the results of the last theorem are closely related to theorems of TITCH-
MARSH [41] (part a)) and of HARDY-LITTLEWOOD [39] (part b)) on charac-
terizations of certain Lipschitz-classes. For a detailed discussion one may 
consult the papers of P. L. BuTZER ([37], [38]). 
Thus Theorem 7.1 may be regarded as one possible extension of [38] 
from one to n dimensions. 
Furthermore, just as the results of [38] may be used for the charac-
terization of Favard classes of one-dimensional singular integrals (e.g. 
[10]), Theorem 7.1 gives rise to a new characterization of the Favard 
classes of the singular integral W(f; x; t) of Gauss-Weierstrass and of the 
spherical average M1(/; x; R), already discussed in section 4 and 6, re-
spectively. We have, completing the results of Corollary 4.1 and 
Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 7. 2: In Lp(En), 1 <P < 2, the Favard classes of the singular 
integral (4.1) of Gauss-Weierstrass and of the spherical average (6.1) precisely 
consist of those functions f for which 
(7.9) IIS(f; ·; r)- /(. )jjp=O(r2) (r-+ 0+). 
In the following section we will need the fact that the functions 
r-2{S(f;x;r)-f(x)} are strongly convergent in Lp-space, 1<p<;2, for 
every function f satisfying (7.9). Indeed, 
Theorem 7.3: Let f E Lp(En), 1 .;;;;p.;;;;2, and let there exist a function 
g E Lp(En) such that the representation - (1/2n) v2('(v) =g"'(v) holds (a.e. in 
case 1<p<;2). Then 
(7.10) lim liS(/;·;?-/(·) -g(·)ll =0. 
,_o+ r P 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, the assumptions imply the 
representation (7 .8) for all 1 <;p < 2. Therefore 
liS(/;·;;;-/(.) -g(.) 112> < !J TI!MI(g;.; 7:)-g(. )lipd7:<; 
.;;;; sup 1!M1(g;·; 1:)-g( · )jjp 
0<1'.;;, 
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from which (7.10) follows by (1.3) (ii), since M1(g; x; R), according to 
section 6, is a singular integral of type (1.4). 
, Note that in view of the proofs of part a) of Theorem 3.1, 3.2 and 7.1 
the converse of the above theorem also holds. 
8. Radial Kernels 
So far our explicit proofs-of the direct part of the saturation theorems 
for the particular singular integrals under consideration in fact avoid 
the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) which are somewhat troublesome to verify 
in the applications, but they depend on the special structure of these 
singular integrals. Using the results of the last section on spherical means 
we may however proceed to a more general situation concerning radial 
kernels. 
First of all, we will in this section only consider singular integrals of 
type (1.4). A function k E L1(En) is said to be radial, if there exists a 
function ~(r), defined on O<;; r < =, such that k(x) = ~(lxl) a.e. (6, p. 68]. 
We have 
Theorem 8 . I: Let the kernel enk(ex) of the singular integral (I.4) be 
radial, i.e. let enk(ex) = en~(e ixl ) a.e. Suppose that the (n+ 1)-th absolute 
moment of ~ ~xists. Then for every function f E Lp(En), I <P < 2, which 
may be represented in the form 
(8.1) { 
-cv2r' (v)=p,"' (v) with p, a bounded measure 
-cv2f"' (v)=g"' (v) a.e. with g E Lp(En) 
with constant c, we have the approximation 
(8.2) ((! ---* =). 
Furthermore, for I < p < 2 we have 
(p= I), 
(I <p..-;;2) 
(8.3) lim lle2[K(/;·;e)-/(·)]--1 mn+l(~)g(·)ll =0, 
e-.oo 2nc 'P 
where 
1 00 
mn+l(~) = 2<n-2)/2F(nj2) J rn+l~(r) dr 
is a constant. If in the representation ( 8.I) for p = I the bounded measure p, 
is absolutely continuous then the relation (8.3) also holds for p = 1. 
Proof: According to the assumptions we obtain 
K(f; x; (!)- f(x) = ( 2!~n/2 J [f(x -u)- f(x)] k(eu) du = 
2<n-2>h~(nj2) l rn-l~(er)[S(f ; x; r)- f(x)] dr 
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and therefore by Fubini's theorem or the Holder-Minkowski inequality, 
respectively, 
en 00 
IIK(f;·; e)-f( ·)lip< 2<n-z>;zr(n/2) f rn-ljx(er)l liS(f;·; r)-f( · )lipdr. 
Now an application of Theorem 7.I gives for some constant A 
00 
liK(f;·;e)-f(·)lip<Aen f rn+ljx(er)ldr 
0 
and (8.2) follows. To prove (8.3) we first of all obtain 
I 
e2[K(f; x; e)-f(x)]- 2nc mn+l(x)g(x) = 
en+2 oo [S(f;x;r)-f(x) I J 
= 2<n-2)/2F(n/2) J rn+lx(er) r2 - 2nc g(x) dr. 
Therefore 
lle2[K(f;·; e)-/(.)]- 2!c mn+l(x) g(. )1121 < 
< 2<n-2;~;(n/2) (/ + [)rn+ljx(er)IIIS(f;.; ;; - f(.)- 2~cg(. )112>dr=h +12. 
Now in view of Theorem 7.3, for every s>O there is a ~>0 such that 
en+2 00 
l1 < e 2<n-Z)/ZF(n/2) J rn+ljx(er)jdr=e·B 
with constant B. Since, for fixed ~. 
1 { 2li/( . )lip I II ( )II } I Joo n+ll ( )I d 2 < ~2 + 2nlcl g · P 2<n-2)/2F(n/2) ~11 r x r r 
and since the (n+ 1)-th absolute moment of x exists we may choose (! 
so large that for every fixed ~ the quantity 12 may be arbitrary small. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.I. 
To illustrate the results of the last theorem we may apply it to the 
singular integral of Gauss-Weierstrass already considered in section 4. 
Since the respective kernel is radial and satisfies all further assumptions 
of Theorem 8.I and since the representations (8.I) coincide with (4.4) 
and (4.7) with c= I we may give via (8.2) another proof Of the direct 
part of the saturation theorem (Theorem 4.I and 4.2, part b), (ii) => (i)) 
of the singular integral of Gauss-Weierstrass. Furthermore, since 
mn+1(2n/2 exp {- r2}) = n/2, the relation (8.3) again establishes Theorem 4.3. 
As has already been pointed out in section 4, in [28] it was shown 
that there is a close connection between saturation theorems and limit~ 
relations such as (8.3). Though we are here not yet able to establish this 
relationship as generally as in [28] for the periodic case, Theorem 8.I 
gives a first result of this type for singular integrals defined in E 71 • • 
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9. The Singular Integrals of Picard and Bochner-Riesz 
In this section we will give some applications of the results established 
in the last section. The singular integral of Picard of a function f E Lp(En), 
1 <;p < oo, is defined for all x E En and t > 0 by 
(9.1) F(n/2) 1 O(f· x· t) = ----- S f(x-u) e-rlul/tldu 
' ' 2nn/2 F(n) tn En • 
If we set 
2<n-2)/2 F(n/2) 
e=1ft. c(u) = e-lul 
' F(n) ' 
then (9.1) defines a singular integral of type (1.4) with k(u; e)=enc(eu). 
We have 
Theorem 9.1: The singular integral of Picard of a function f E Lp(En), 
1 <P < 2, is saturated in Lp-space with order O(t2) and the corresponding 
Favard classes are precisely characterized as the classes of functions which 
satisfy any one of the following equivalent conditions : 
(i) 110(/;.; t)- /(·)liP =0(t2) (t--+0+); 
(ii) there exists for p = 1 a bounded measure ft and for 1 <p,;;;;; 2 a function 
g E Lp(En) such that 
(9.2) n+1 n+1 - - 2-v2r'(v)=f.J,v(v) for all v EEn;- - 2-v2f"'(v)=g"(v) a.e.; 
(iii) the functions t-2{0(/; x; t)- f(x)} converge weakly* as t --+ 0 + ; 
(iv) for 1<p<;2 the functions t-2{0(/;x;t)-f(x)} converge strongly as 
t --+ 0 +. For p = 1 the strong convergence of the latter functions charac-
terizes only that subclass of the Favard class for which the measure ft 
in. the representation (9.2) is absolutely continuous; 
(v) liS(/;· ; r)- /(·)liP= O(r2) (r--+ 0+ ), 
where S(f; x; r), according to (7.1), denote the spherical means of f. 
Proof: In view of (5.5) and [30, p. 29 ( 4)] we have c"(v) = (1 +v2)-<n+l)/2 
and therefore 
i.e. the condition (3.1) is fullfilled with g;(e)=e-2- t2 and "P(v)=-
-((n+1)/2)v2.Thus according to part a) and b) of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 
the approximation 110(/;·;t)-/(·)IIP=o(t2) as t--+0+ implies f(x)=O a.e. 
and the approximation 110(/; ·; t)- f( · )llp=O(t2) implies the representation 
in part (ii). Since the kernel of (9.1) is radial and since all further as-
sumptions of Theorem 8.1 are satisfied we may apply this theorem to 
prove that the condition (ii) in turn implies (i) which first of all establishes 
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the equivalence of (i) and (ii). Furthermore, by the same theorem and 
in particular by (8.3) the representation of (9.2) for 1 <p<2 implies 
(9.3) lim 110(/;·;tj-f(·) -g(·)ll =0, 
t-o+ t P 
which, together with part a) of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, proves the equiva-
lence of the conditions (ii) and (iv). Finally, the conditions (iii) and (v) 
follow by Theorem 3.4 and 7.1, respectively. 
It may be of some interest to consider the particular situation n= 1 
and compare in this case the different methods in proving the conclusion 
(ii) ==> (i), the so-called direct part of the saturation theorem. First of all, 
the condition (3.3) is satisfied with h(x; e)=ec(ex) and c(x)=~(nf2)e-l"'l. 
Therefore, we may give the proof of (ii) ==> (i) by part c) of Theorem 3.1 
and 3.2. Furthermore, since here h(x; e) is again a kernel we may prove 
part (iv) by Theorem 3.3. Another way of proof may be given by the 
methods employed in the examples of Note II. Thus if the representation 
(9.2) holds we have for e.g. 1<p<2 
( 1 ) p [0(/;·;t)-/(·)J"(v)= 1+t2v2 -1 f'(v)= 1+t2v2g"'(v)=t2[0(g;·;t)J"(v) 
and therefore by the uniqueness theorem for every fixed t > 0 almost 
everywhere 
(9.4) O(f; x; t)-f(x)=t20(g; x; t), 
from which the approximation (i) and the relation (9.3) immediately 
follow. Though the last two arguments are very simple there are some 
computational difficulties for n;;;;;. 2 so that we have chosen the method 
of proof via Theorem 8.1. As already mentioned the equivalences (iii) 
and (iv) are also new for n= 1, whereas (v) reduces for n= 1 to the well-
known fact ([8], [38]) that the saturation classes of the one-dimensional 
singular integral (9.1) are characterized by the generalized Lipschitz-
spaces 
II/(· +r) + f( • -r)- 2/( · )llp=O(r2) (r ~ 0+ ). 
As a next example we will consider the singular integral of Bochner-
Riesz which is defined for f E Lp(En), 1 .;;;p<oo, by 
(9.5) B"'(f; x; R) = 2"'F(tX+ 1) Rn J f(x-u) (Riul)-(<ni2>+"'>Jcn/2}+"'(Riul)du 
(2:rz)n/2 1!1" 
with positive parameter e = R. If we set 
b"'(u) = 2"' F(tX + l)lul-(<n/2)+<X) Jcn/2)+,.(1ul), 
then (9.5) defines for IX> (n-1)/2 a singular integral of type (1.4) with 
k(u; R)=Rnb"'(Ru). Since [30, p. 48 (7)] 
{ (1 v2)"' (9.6) [b"'( • )J"(v) = -O : lvl<l lvl>1, 
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we may transform (9.5) by Parseval's formula {1.10) into 
(9.5*) 1 ( v2)"' B"'(f; x; R) = (2 )n/2 s 1- R2 ei<X,V> r'(v) dv, 
n lvi<R 
which shows the important role the singular integral of Bochner-Riesz 
plays in the summation of multiple Fourier series ([25], [34]). See also 
the respective remarks on the singular integrals of Gauss-Weierstrass and 
Cauchy-Poisson in section 4 and 5. 
If we apply the results of section 3, 7 and 8 to the integral (9.5) we 
arrive at 
Theorem 9.2: Let fELp(En), 1<;p<;2, and 1X>(n+3)/2. Then 
a) The approximation liB"'(/;·; R)- f( · )llp=o(R-2) as R--+ oo implies 
f(x)=O a.e. 
b) The following relations are equivalent: 
(i) liB"'(/;·; R)- f( ·)liP =O(R-2) (R--+ oo); 
(ii) there exists for p = 1 a bounded measure f-l and for 1 <p < 2 a function 
g E Lp(En) such that the following representations hold: 
(9.7) -1Xv2f'(v)=t-tv(v) for all v EEn; -1Xv2f"(v)=g"(v) a.e.; 
(iii) the functions R2{B"'(f; x; R)-f(x)} converge weakly* as R--+ oo; 
( iv) for 1 < p < 2 the functions R 2{ B"'(f; x; R) - f( x)} converge strongly 
as R --+ oo. For p = 1 the strong convergence of the latter functions 
characterizes only that subclass of the Favard class for which the 
bounded measure f-l in the representation (9. 7) is absolutely con-
tinuous; 
(v) liS(/;· ; r)- f( ·)liP =0(r2) (r--+ 0+ ), 
where S(f; x; r), according to (7.1), denote the spherical means of f. 
Proof: In view of (9.6) we have 
1. [Rnb"'(R·)r(v)-1 1. [b"'r(R-lv)-1 2 !ill R 2 = !ill -=--.::....._~R::--;:-2.....; = - iXV • 
R--+ oo - R--+ oo 
Therefore the condition (3.1) is satisfied with 1p{R) =R-2 and 1p(v) = -£Xv2• 
Since b"'(u) is radial and satisfies all further assumptions of Theorem 8.1 
for £X>(n+3)f2, the proof follows as in Theorem 9.1 by an application 
of Theorem 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 7.1 and 8.1. 
Thus the singular integral (9.5) of Bochner-Riesz for iX > (n + 3)/2 is 
saturated in Lp-space, 1 <;p <; 2, with order O(R-2) and the corresponding 
Favard classes may be expressed by any one of the five equivalent con-
ditions stated in part b) of Theorem 9.2. 
In particular, it turns out that for 1 <p.;;; 2 the strong and weak* con-
vergence of the functions R2{ B"'(f; x; R) - f( x)} imply each other. 
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Since the B"'(f; x; R) no longer form a semi-group this result naturally 
has no analogy in semi-group theory contrary to the corresponding result 
on the singular integrals of Gauss-Weierstrass and Cauchy-Poisson. 
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